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AVARCOM
SINCE 2003
AVARCOM, LLC was founded in 2003. Since its foundation the Company gained extensive experience upon
performing insurance and pre-insurance surveys as well as in appraisal activities.

The Company is one of the leaders in the sphere of expert services in power sector. Along with possessing a
unique expert experience in power sector, we are a comprehensive survey, adjuster and appraisal
organization, and we work in all types of property insurance in any spheres (power sector, different types of
production facilities, trade and service business).
Our experts took part in the adjustment of a large number of severe losses, including the landslide in
“Krasnaya Poliana” resort, tragedies upon Transvaal Park building collapse and Sayano–Shushenskaya
hydroelectric power station accident, Ostankino Tower and Chagino Substation fires.
We believe in neither territorial borders nor any limits in the complexity of a survey performed.
The reports prepared by our experts are highly valued both in the Russian insurance and reinsurance
markets and in the international reinsurance market. Along with this, we offer our services at a bargain
price.
www.avarcom.pro

OUR MAIN ADVANTAGES

17 years
in expert services
market
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> 10 000
expertises performed

Experienced experts

Certified
ISO 9001:2015
company

2 000 000 USD
limit in professional
liability insurance

www.avarcom.pro

SERVICES

LOSS ADJUSTMENT

SURVEY
(PRE-INSURANCE
SURVEY)

APPRAISAL
ACTIVITIES
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The Company’s experts have got an extensive experience of directly participating in the conduction of surveys
connected with loss adjustment within the types of property insurance (fires, disasters, accidents and man-induced
emergencies, natural disasters and many other events).
Upon the conduction of a survey, the accident site and the damaged property are surveyed, the results are specified in
the corresponding Survey Report and preliminary report with recommendations in the determination of outstanding
claim reserve amount, and the amount of loss is determined.
If required, we are ready to establish the circumstances and reasons of occurrence of the event, to perform a fire and
technical survey, an accounting expertise and various types of service reports, to perform the calculation of damage,
including the one within business interruption insurance .

The Company’s experts have got an extensive experience of performing pre-insurance surveys in various sectors –
power sector, any types of production facilities, trade and service business.
Pre-insurance Survey Report contains systemized type of information about the risk situation being typical of the
subject of survey as well as the calculation of probable maximum loss.
The Company’s experts visit the survey site, analyze the risk component from the site location and to the analysis of
the impact of adjoining sites on the subject of the survey. The activities for the detection of violations of various
regulations, covering the site, including the fire safety regulations, are performed as well.
In addition, our Company can extend the results of the accomplished work by expanding the report with the list of the
required and preventive measures, which will ensure the minimal level of the risk of survey site damage if performed.

This line of expert activities is one of the most complex lines as it sets high requirements to the appraiser’s competence,
and it is fulfilled by our Company in accordance with the requirements of Federal Law “On Appraisal Activities in the
Russian Federation” No.135.
Business appraisal includes the appraisal of the cost of the Company’s liabilities and assets: fixed assets, machinery and
equipment , stock reserve, financial investments, and intangible assets.

www.avarcom.pro

CONTACTS
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Address: 117638, Russia, Moscow,
Azovskaya str., house 6 building 3,
floor 2, room 7.
Telephone: +7 (495) 150-11-84
Email: info@avarcom.pro

www.avarcom.pro
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PORTFOLIO

www.avarcom.pro

PORTFOLIO| LOSS ADJUSTMENT – LARGE-SCALE ACCIDENTS
Large-scale accidents: the accident at Sayano–Shushenskaya hydroelectric power station; the collapse of the Transvaal Park building in Moscow;
accidents at Chagino Power Substation; the accident at the glassmelter of Makhachkala Glassworks; the accident at the gas-turbine power plant of
the combined heat and power station of Baltika-St. Petersburg Brewery being the affiliate of Baltika Breweries; the accident at the power unit of
Reftinskaya state district power station affiliate(Enel OGK-5), etc.

www.avarcom.pro
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PORTFOLIO| LOSS ADJUSTMENT – LARGE-SCALE FIRES
Large-scale fires: Ostankino Tower fire; Dachnaya Substation fire (Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky); Vereshchaginskaya Substation fire (Sochi); the fire in
the territory of tank battery of Main Oil Line of the Central Siberia (the Tomsk Region); the fire at Purovsky Gas Condensate Processing Plant in the
city of Tarko-Sale (the Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous District); the fire at Kuznetsk Ferroalloy Plant (Novokuznetsk); the fire at EB-3 heat electropower
station 26 power unit of Mosenergo affiliate in 2014; fires at fuel delivery belt conveyors of Chelyabinsk heat electropower station 2 in 2013 and
Chelyabinsk heat electropower station 4 in 2015; the fire at Acetylene Plant “Nevinnomyssky Azot”; etc.

www.avarcom.pro
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PORTFOLIO| LOSS ADJUSTMENT –– NATURAL DISASTERS
Natural disasters: the landslide in the “Krasnaya Poliana” resort; the earthquake in the Altai region (Altaienergo); the earthquake in the Stavropol
region (the dam of Egorlykskaya hydroelectric power station); flooding in Primorsky region (Partizanskaya hydroelectric power station); hurricane in
Chita region (Chitaenergo); hurricane and black ice in Krasnodar region (Slavyanskiye power plants, Belorechenskaya hydroelectric power station,
Maikopskaya hydroelectric power station); flooding of the Zapolyarniy mine (Norilskiy nikel); flooding of the dock in Novorossiysk; meteor site in
Chelyabinsk (Fortum company), etc.
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PORTFOLIO| LOSS ADJUSTMENT –– UNLAWFUL ACTS
Unlawful acts: grand theft of aluminum on Altai-Ekibastuzskaya hydroelectric power station; terrorist acts on Vladikavkaz-500 substation (Republic
of North Ossetia) and Aktash substation in Hasavyurta (Republic of Dagestan), etc.

www.avarcom.pro
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PORTFOLIO| SURVEY
Survey (pre-insurance survey): Mosenergo, Federal Grid Company of Unified Energy System (FGC UES); Russian Broadcasting and Alert Networks
(RBAN); Cherkizovsky Meat Processing Plant; TGK-2; TGK-4; ZIL; SUAL; Shipbuilding facilities (Komsomolsk-on-Amur, Kaliningrad, Rybinsk, Moscow);
Sheremetyevo International Airport, etc.

www.avarcom.pro
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PORTFOLIO| APPRAISAL ACTIVITIES – REAL ESTATE
Large-scale real estate: Hotels (Ukraine/Radison Royal, Leningradskaya, Kosmos, Kuzminki); Administration buildings, business centers,
representative offices (Olympic Committee building , “GAO Moskva” building, administration building of UES “Energetics Center”, Business Center
“Krylatsky”, the complex of buildings of Diplomatic Academy of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the RF; the complex of buildings of the Embassy of
the Republic of India); Bank buildings (Regional Investment Bank, Alta-Bank, Admiralteyskiy Bank, First Czech-Russian Bank); Large-scale malls and
stores ( “Detskiy Mir” Central Department Store, Dom Igrushki in Yakimanka, “Maryinskiy” Department Store, “Azbuka Vkusa” Supermarket,
“Elektronika na Krasnoy Presne” Mall, “Perekryostok”, “M Video” store chains, etc.); Buildings-monuments of history and culture (“ Town Mansion,
XIX century-main house” in Large Sukharevsky lane, House of free apartments by I.P. Mashkov architect, in Protopopovskiy lane Town Mansion of
the Zamyatins-Tretyakovs, The first launching complex of the reconstruction and technical re-equipment of the “Satirikon” theatre named after
Arkady Raykin), etc.
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PORTFOLIO| APPRAISAL ACTIVITIES – FIXED ASSETS
Fixed assets of large-scale enterprises: Shipbuilding facilities (Komsomolsk-on-Amur, Kaliningrad, Rybinsk, Moscow); Sheremetyevo International
Airport; Russian Broadcasting and Alert Networks (RBAN); Mordovavtomost (Saransk); Ulyanovskvodokanal; The Kolomna Fish Plant; The Ostashkov
Tannery (the Tver Region); Papirus-Russ Enterprise (Moscow); The Shcholkovo Catalyst Plant; Geliopark Recreation Complex; Telmos, etc.

www.avarcom.pro
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PORTFOLIO| APPRAISAL ACTIVITIES – TRANSPORT
Air and Water Transport: Yak-40, Yak-42D, Tu-134, Tu-154, Il-76, Ил-62, Il-86, Mi-8t, An-12, An-26; Various types of small aircraft and helicopters;
Cargo fleet, towing hawsers, auxiliary fleet, non-self-propelled fleet, floating machine facilities, portal cranes, etc.
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR
ATTENTION!

Looking forward to further
cooperation!
www.avarcom.pro

